MARCH 2010
THIS MONTH
I have had an overwhelming response of articles this month, so much so that I almost have enough for next
month’s magazine, not that I would wish to discourage anybody from contributing more in April.
I have written about my Tornado GR1, Pat documents another fantastic figure, Malcolm completes his write
up of his Flak 36 and Russell wraps up a hugely colourful Itasha car. And there’s more … Richard Parkhurst
returns to these pages as he completes his article that we covered over a year ago on his Lancaster BII, we
have more on Richard USS Hornet and finally we hear a tragic story from Karol.
I have finally got my Tamiya 1/32 Spitfire , which I have been coverting since it came out. Up till this month I
have resisted. However the £15 gift voucher that I won in the Xmas raffle from Just Add Imagination has been
burning a hole in my pocket. I finally cracked when I visited the shop immediately after visiting the dentist an
having a filling (after all I deserved a reward for being good!). I thoroughly amused Brenda by paying the
balance for the kit in £1 coins that I have been saving whenever I had a pocket full of change (actually I have
been hiding the coins in my car away from the kids) , it took me back 30 + years to when I used to save
frantically for models. I must say I have not been disappointed (see my box review later in this issue), I’ve just
got to build up the courage to start it.
A couple of week ago I visited Poole Vikings model club and I would like to thank them for making me so
welcome , a report on my trip can be found in these pages.
Tony…

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a multitalented group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often
run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also
attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or
just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last
page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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A VISIT TO POOLE VIKINGS BY TONY ADAMS
Now that I am working in Poole I thought I would take the opportunity of going along to a Poole Viking
meeting. They meet in Poole Civic Centre but when I arrived there was nobody in sight and the building
seemed empty. After walking around it twice, I finally spotted movement in the form of a middle aged man
with a cardboard box under his arm, suddenly he was gone, but I was on his trail. I followed him to a
subterranean vault ( OK I’m pushing it here , it was a function room under the civic centre building) where the
club meets. I was immediately made welcome by Martin Hale who kindly translated for us when we met
AVM83 at the Yeovilton show. I got more feedback on the twinning arrangement with AVM83, everybody I
spoke to thought was a very good relationship (and not just for drinking). Martin offered his help to if we need
any translation done.
On talking to the members it occurred to me that as well as promoting cross channel relations we should also
look at what we could do with our neighbours. I made an open invite for members of Poole to visit us, which
they were very receptive to. They are happy to help us with advice in organising our show which could come in
very useful. I told them about the request for models from the Marine Archaeologist Trust , I will put them in
touch with Gareth.
Other “intelligence” ‐ they are talking to Bovington about running a show , which we may want to get involved
in (if asked). They are disgusted about the running of the Yeovilton show (charging for attending) and are
considering organising a complaint through the IPMS.
I had taken some of my models with me and put them on a table for inspection, unfortunately I didn’t realise
that the table was for competition entries until people started voting for them! I was mightily relived that a
excellent 1/48 Apache won the competition to spare my blushes.
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VISIT TO TANGMERE AIRCRAFT MUSEUM
Following our last meeting we have moved the proposed date for the visit to the 8th Ma.y A reminder that we
can get a 10% discount on the entry fee of £7.50 if we have a group of over 12., see www.tangmere‐
museum.org.uk for more info. We will organise the transport arrangement at our April meeting.

MODEL SHOWS
We have two shows in the near future , on Sunday March 28th we are attending the inaugural Newmod show
organised by Newbury Scale Model club, judging by their web site http://www.newmod.co.uk/ this will be an
excellent event. The show will be held in the Liberty Ballrooms, New Greenham Park, adjacent to Greenham
Common 10am to 4pm. Unfortunately the date does clash with Saints appearance in the JPT final.
The other show Poole Vikings event on is on Saturday 17th April at Parkstone Grammar School, Sopers Lane,
Poole 10am to 4.30pm see http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/poolevikings/show.html which is always a good event. I
have been told that this year judging for the competition will be done on exhibitors tables, thus reducing the
potential risk to your models. Hopefully we will be able to provide a number of entries.

PHOTO SHOOT
We will be holding another photo shoot at our April meeting, so please bring along any models you would like
to expose to the camera. We had some great models entered in recent competitions, so it would be great to
get some quality shots of them for the web site.

A DRAMATIC LOSS BY KAREL WICINSKI
On Saturday, 13th of February 2010 I have to sadly report there was a violation of the ‘no fly’ zone of my
models shelves. My wonderful partner ‐ Anna, (who, ehm , I love the most) wanted to dust before the visit of
our friends from London. Despite the years of advice she had from me when she was trying to do anything
more than just watch my models, she decided to clean the shelves. She used a moment when I went to pick
our friends up. When I got back home, I was not happy to say the least. The most funny explanation was. ‘I was
in other room when it just collapsed’. Yeah, sure, after two years of being absolutely fine.
For all of us it is well known fact that the worst enemy of models are children and women with a dust cloth. As
I spend a bit of time working with explosives in the army and as a border guard I have already started making
plans how to secure my shelve with booby traps, barbed wire and electric fence. Any advice, guys?
In this dramatic event I lost all that was there, which was the best six of my models (three of them won
trophies). They will stay on their post forever. Please stand for the role of honour.

Spitfire 1:72 Airfix
Me‐109 1:72 Airfix
Teutonic knights 1:35 Italeri
Polish winged Hussars 1:72 Zvezda
Puma 1:72 Italeri
USSF 1:35 Dragon

RIP
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1/72 REVELL TORNADO GR1 BY TONY ADAMS
I won this model at the Farnbourgh model
show lottery at the same time as the
spectacular IJN Nagoto. At the time I didn’t
appreciate what a good kit my “second” prize
was. When I started looking around for a
subject that I could build reasonably quickly for
the forthcoming Revell competition, this kit
stood out.
The kit consisted of five well moulded gray
sprues with a very comprehensive weapon set,
plus two clear sprues. Decals were provided
for two aircraft , one from No 9 Squadron in green and grey camouflage (as on the box lid) and an aircraft from
no 17 squadron in grey two tone. I did have a decal set for a GR4 from 617 squadron which I did consider but
at the end of the day the challenge of the green / grey scheme won the day.
The build conventionally started with the cockpit , which was assembled and painted relatively quickly using a
light grey base with detail being picked out through dry brushing with dark grey. Instrument detail was
provided by decals which settled down nicely with a little help from Microsol. [1,2]

[1]

[2]

With the cockpit tub complete the front fuselage section was together. A considerable amount of lead shot
was placed in the nose cone to prevent tail sitting. Joints needed a small amount of Mr Surfacer 500 to fill the
seams before being cleaned up [3].

[3]

[4]
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The wings (which can swing back and forth) and rear fuselage was the constructed. The weapons pylons are
designed to swivel as the wings are swept back and consequently are not glued as they are passed through the
wing. Suffice to say, all but one of the got broken as the build progressed, resulting in them having to be glued
in a fixed position, which means that the final
model has to be displayed in the fully swept
forward mode, which is a real shame. The
tailplanes also are intended to be moveable
however they are attached by a very thin coupling
, that too didn’t last too long!
The rest of the fuselage was assembled and
cleaned up [4], the various orifices were plugged
with wet kitchen paper before a coat of primer
was applied. For this I decanted Tamiya’s fine
surface primer into a jar [5] and after waiting for it
[5]
to settle, sprayed it on with my airbrush. This gave
me a much better result than my previous experiences with using a rattle cans which have always resulted in
the primer going on too thick.

[6]

[7]

Once dry I preshaded [6] the panel lines with black (this proved to be a pointless exercise as the dark top coats
totally obliterated the preshade – oh hum ) . I drew the camouflage pattern lightly onto the model with a hard
pencil. Tamiya have recently introduced two new grey (XF‐82) / green (XF‐80) colours for the 1/32 Spitfire and
these where chosen for the top coat. Using a low pressure I first sprayed the grey and then the green
freehand, the result was not too shoddy! [7]
Next up was the spraying of the nose code semi gloss black and the area exposed by the swing action of the
wings light grey. The model had picked up a number of scratches with handling so once they were resprayed I

[8]

[9]
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covered the model with Klear to toughen up the surface. The engine nozzles were painted with a variety of
Alclad lacquers , along with the rear potion of the fuselage. Tamiya clear red and blue where added to
represent heat staining which resulted in an effective effect [10].
The canopy was dipped in Klear and masked before painting. The wheel hubs were sprayed white, then I used
Mr Masking Sol [8] (for the first time) before spraying the tyres very dark grey. When dry I tried to remove the
masking solution but it was stuck solid! By the time I had scraped it away the wheels were in a sorry state [9].
I patched the wheels up as best as I could before assembling them with the undercarriage legs. The airbrakes
were added in the open position after a little pro modeller wash was used on their under surfaces to make

[10]
them look a little grubby [10].

[11]

There then followed three days of decaling , boy there were loads! If I ever see another No Step stencil it will
too soon. When finally done I sealed them with Klear before using Pro Modellers Black [11], when this was
wiped off the surface detail was brought out nicely. After the tail planes had fallen off for the nth time I
inserted two cut off metal tacks into them to reinforce the join, after drilling appropriate holes in the fuselage

[12]

[13]

the joint was at last secure. [12]. Once the various antennas and other small details were applied I got on with
the underwing stores. There are lots of possible options in the box but I finally settled on settled on using the
2250 Ltr Hindenburger tanks (x2), the 1000 Lb (x2) laser guided bombs (x2) , sparrows (x2), the sky shadow
pod and the BOZ 101. These were constructed, painted and yet more bloody decals added [13].
After bringing it all together there was one outstanding detail to add. The plastic pitot tube was replaced by a
metal one purchased online for £4 which was considerably more than the 10p I paid for the lottery ticket that
won the kit!
This was the first modern jet I have done since I have been back in the hobby and I enjoyed the build, perhaps I
will riffle through my stash and pull out some more in the near future.
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BOX REVIEW TAMIYA 1/32 SPITFIRE IX BY TONY ADAMS

WOW, WOW, WOW ….
More next month….
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AVRO LANCASTER BII (PART 2) BY RICHARD PARKHURST
THE SAGA CONTINUES
It has been many months since I wrote part one and this is now the longest build ever for me. When I wrote
part 1, the wings were complete, the engines were painted but not attached, and the next phase was about to
begin.

Completed engine pods

Photo 1

GUN TURRETS
The three main turrets needed to be completed before the fuselage was joined, so I thought it would be nice
to add some extra detail. The gun barrels were cut off their mountings, as they looked nothing like the .303
Browning the Lancaster carried, being just plain “rod”. The holes were then drilled, with some difficulty, to
take the Quickboost gun barrels, which look really good.
The front turret was enhanced with some plasticard parts based on the etch brass items in the CMR upgrade
which were not designed for the Revell kit and would have been difficult to make fit. Once completed it was
painted and lightly weathered (Photo 1). This turret “upgrade” took me a long time and was very frustrating
but the end result looks OK. I decided not to do the same thing to the mid‐upper even though it is more
noticeable than the front turret. The rear turret was detailed a little and new spent cartridge chutes added
from card before painting and weathering. All the turret glazing was then masked with Parafilm. The glazing
for the mid upper was left off as I didn’t want to damage it during subsequent construction and it would be
fitted later.

FUSELAGE
The two fuselage halves were joined with all the necessary bits and pieces sandwiched in place. I then coated
the canopy in Johnson’s Kleer, and fitted it using Formula 560 canopy adhesive. It was left to cure and then
masked with Parafilm, which was cut with a new scalpel blade to remove the film from the frame areas. This is
very time consuming, but much cheaper than paint masks and more rewarding. The same was done with the
nose glazing, which was fitted after I had scratch built and fitted a bombsight in the nose (Photo 2).
I had chosen to build a BII with the bulged bomb doors and bought the Paragon doors, which included an
aerodynamic fairing that fits to the fuselage at the rear of the doors. To my dismay, I found the doors were not
of the same length and both were too short to fit the bomb bay opening; one being 2mm and the other 3mm
short, and the fairing had no contours to match that of the doors. Aeroclub to the rescue: their vacform doors
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have no internal detail but they are the correct length so I fitted the fairing to the fuselage, and then filed
grooves in the fairing and used Milliput to increase the depth to match the door contour (Photo 3). I
subsequently discovered that the fairing was frequently omitted – so I need not have bothered.

Photo 2 Bomb sight

Photo 3 Bomb door fairing

PAINTING
I decided at this point to paint the wings and fuselage before assembly to, hopefully, reduce the complexity of
the masking. I had already primed the wings and fuselage using the Mr Resin primer, which I thought would be
OK to use, and so painting started using Extracolor enamels. I used thin strips of Tamiya tape to mask the
camouflage and filled in the areas left with Parafilm. Everything went OK until I came to remove the Tamiya
tape and that’s when chaos ensued. The tape pulled lots of the paint off, right down to the primer on the port
wing and in just a couple of places on the starboard wing and fuselage. The port wing damage was too bad to
try and repaint, so I stripped the whole port wing back to the plastic using Phoenix Precision PS18 Superstrip.
This was painted on with a brush, allowed to stand for a while, and then scrubbed under running water with an
old toothbrush. The wing repaint was then started again from scratch. Disaster struck a second time in exactly
the same way, so another complete strip and repaint was needed. This time I used Humbrol (#1) primer and
only used Parafilm to mask the camouflage, with no problems to my great relief. However, I had now run out
of the Xtracolor Dark Earth and had to buy a new pot, which turned out to be a slightly different shade, so I
had to mask the fuselage and starboard wing again and repaint all the Dark Earth areas. Needless to say I was
really fed up by this point. Each time I suffered a setback, I tended to leave well alone for a while – sometimes
two or three weeks – which is one of the reasons for the much extended build time, but with the major
painting completed, I had a lot of parts to assemble (Photo 4).

ASSEMBLY AND DECALS
Fitting the wings and vertical tail fins were no problem and once this was completed I started the process of
adding the decals. Having decided to build DS741 OW*T of 426 “Thunderbirds” Squadron I had to use alternate
decals for the codes and serial but decided on using the kit decals for everything else. I tend to do the decaling
in stages, one section at a time. The process went reasonably well with the exception of the Modeldecal serials
and codes, which silvered despite the gloss paint finish and polishing with Micromesh. These decals never did
respond to decal solutions so I had to try and paint around those codes that “silvered” and the ones I had not
attached were cut as close to the code as I could get. With hindsight – “that very exact science” – I should
probably have sprayed a couple of coats of Johnsons Kleer even though I had a good gloss finish with the
Extracolor paints. The other problem was the wing: I added the kit decal roundels in the correct position and
then found the wing walkway markings were too short and so did not meet at the point where the wing
dihedral starts as I thought they should. Trying to add short lengths of decal stripe was no good because the
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colour was different, so I just left the gaps. I subsequently found a picture which showed gaps in the walkway
markings so I got it right, albeit by mistake.

Photo 4
I fitted the engines and added the oil coolers underneath and the exhausts, which are in different positions on
the port and starboard engines. I painted the undercarriage next ready for installation and it appeared to be
quite flimsy. At this point, I suffered another setback. The fitment points for part of the undercarriage were
poorly defined and too shallow, so I decided to drill them out just a fraction. On the starboard wing I got a little
over‐enthusiastic and drilled right through the top of the wing. After some very careful filling and sanding I
masked off the damage and re‐sprayed; I now have a ‘patch’ on the wing. I am sure many a Lancaster ended
up with them.

A DEVIATION
After so many setbacks, I decided a bit of a change was required and so set out to build a “bomb train” to go
with the model. There are tractors and bomb trolleys available in resin, but the cost is high (about £30), so I
decided to use the tractor and trolleys from the very old Airfix Stirling kit (c. late 1950’s). Being very old, the
mouldings are quite antiquated and needed much effort to clean them up; especially the sixteen tiny wheels

Photo 5 David Brown tractor & bomb trolleys
Photo 6 Kit tail wheel on right.
for the bomb trolleys, which were flat on one side and had lots of mould flash, as did the trolley chassis. Once
cleaned up I modified one of the trolleys to take the 4000lb bomb and two others to carry the 12 SBCs (Small
Bomb Containers for incendiaries – resin kit from Belcher Bits). The David Brown tractor built up well and with
a coat of RAF Blue paint, some light weathering and decals (from Airfix Refuelling set) it looks the part (Photo
5). The bomb trolleys were primed, sprayed with Alclad Steel, then RAF Blue and suitably chipped, scratched
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and dirtied. The SBCs, 4000lb bomb and six 500lb bombs were painted and weathered and make a nice
addition to the model.

Photo 7 Kit main wheel (left)

Photo 8. Top view

The resin wheel is a CMR treaded version, but illustrates the rounded shape and correct size.

THE REST OF THE BUILD
With all the major work completed, there was just one thing left to build: the resin props. With a hub and
separate blades I was unsure of how to get the alignment and pitch angle correct. The Aeroclub B.II conversion
had white metal props in one piece, so I cleaned up a couple of them to see what they looked like, but there
was no possibility of using them. So, I decided to use one of them as a master to make a Milliput template for
the resin assembly. I mixed up a quantity of Milliput and created a flat pancake which I then coated with
vegetable oil and pressed the metal assembly into it as evenly as possible, removed it and set the Milliput
aside to dry. Once dry, I had to make the core deeper to take the resin prop hub. I then assembled one
complete resin propeller using PVA to fix the blades and left in the mould cure. On removing checking the
alignment, I found a couple of the blades were not correctly set, so modified the moulding accordingly.
Next to be fitted was the undercarriage. The one part of this kit that is poor, are the wheels: the kit main
wheels are oversize and the wrong shape (flat rather than rounded profile) (Photos 7 & 8), and the tail wheel
is too small and does not have the “anti‐shimmy” rims. I replaced the main wheels with Pavla resin wheels
with ‘bulged’ tyres and the tail wheel was cut off its strut and replaced with a CMR resin item (Photo 6). I cut
off and used the longer “leg” from the kit wheel as it makes for a strong fit to the rear fuselage, fixing it to the
CMR resin part with CYA glue.
I had to drill the main wheel oleo struts and make new axles for the main wheels as the ‘lugs’ were too far
apart to take the narrower resin wheel resulting in the oleo legs being bent inwards, which looked completely
wrong.
The undercarriage is a really good representation of the real thing, but not the easiest to fit being in three
pieces. Although fiddly, I managed to fix the main oleo leg with the two main support struts using liquid glue
and PVA (rather than CYA which I dislike) to allow a degree of flexibility whilst fitting these parts. Left for 24
hours to set, the remaining strut part was fitted using PVA, followed by the doors.
The bomb shackles were fitted in the weapons bay, suitably arranged to take the 4000lb’er and twelve SBCs,
and the bomb doors were then installed.
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The gun turrets were completed, the remaining small items, navigation lights and aerial wires from stretched
sprue, were attached and that completed the build.
I made a simple base to represent an RAF bomber airfield dispersal – tarmac or bitumen covered. Some sheets
of 360 grade Wet ‘n Dry paper were stuck to a base and then ‘stained’ to represent fluid spillages.

NELSON MCINNIS DFC RCAF
When I started this project, my research indicated that the Canadian squadrons of 6 Group were the biggest
users of the Lancaster B.II. I mentioned this to my friend Dave Fletcher who lives on Vancouver Island, British
Columbia, and he told me that a friend of his, Nelson McInnis, was an Observer/Bomb Aimer with 426
“Thunderbirds” squadron flying the Lancaster B.II and that Nelson had completed a tour (30 ops) with his crew
in 1943. By a strange coincidence, my reference drawings in a Planes magazine from 1981, showed 426 sqn B.II
DS741 coded OW*T. Nelson McInnis probably flew in this machine as he and his crew had three different
aircraft coded OW*T during their tour. While the McInnis crew was on leave, DS717, OW*T, was assigned to a
crew from 408 (Goose) Squadron on temporary loan to 426 Squadron. This aircraft ran out of fuel on its return
from Hanover, 18th October 1943 and was ditched three miles south of Aldeburgh, Suffolk at 2154 hours. The
crew took to dinghies and drifted ashore an hour and a half later.
DS741 OW*T – the subject of my model ‐ was lost on the night of April 22‐23, 1944 on an operation to
Nuremberg.
The crew of DS717 was:
Flight Lieutenant J. Brown, RAF ‐ Pilot
Flying Officer V. Southwell, RAF – Navigator
Flight Lieutenant N. McInnis, RCAF ‐ "Observer" flying as bomb‐aimer
Flying Officer B. Vine, RAF – Wireless Operator
Flying Officer S. Davidson, RCAF‐ rear gunner
Flying Officer S. Burton, RAF ‐ mid‐upper gunner
Sgt. R. Thompson, RAF ‐ flight engineer.
The ranks shown are those at the end of their tour.
Just a couple of months after I had obtained the information about Nelson McInnis I received the news that he
had been taken ill suddenly, and died on May 10th 2008, aged 89.
Dave Fletcher has written the following tribute to Nelson McInnis.

W. Nelson McInnis DFC, 13 February, 1919 – 10 May, 2008
Nelson McInnis, DFC, a farm boy of Scottish immigrant parents, grew up in tiny Yahk, British Columbia. He
answered the call to arms in World War II and trained as an ‘Observer’, a speciality that involved both
navigation and bomb‐aiming. Proceeding overseas, he was assigned to 426 Squadron at Linton‐on‐Ouse.
He flew his entire tour on Lancaster Mark II aircraft, in fact three of them coded OW*T. His favourite was
DS717 which carried no nose art as his skipper was superstitious about such things. Nelson was on the
Nuremburg raid where 96 other aircraft were lost but his crew came through unscathed and his 25th
birthday was “celebrated” over Berlin! Following a full tour, the crew was nominated for Pathfinder
duties with 405 Squadron; this was not to be. Alas, there were not enough Canadians on this Canadian
426 Squadron’s crew to meet the goals of a Canadian Pathfinder squadron! Nelson instead became an
OTU instructor. He married a Canadian nursing assistant, Joan, whom he met at Linton. Photographs of
Nelson and of his wedding are in the collection of the museum at RAF Linton‐on‐Ouse; there are at least
six different images of him to be found as he was clearly a highly visible individual.
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Following the war, Nelson settled in Courtenay, British Columbia. He got into the furniture retail business
but could not stay out of uniform. He became the founder and first commanding officer of 386 Squadron,
Royal Canadian Air Cadets. Not content to stay in retail, he qualified as a teacher and as the area
expanded and more schools were built, Nelson moved from one to the next as principal (i.e., Headmaster),
including at the school established at the air base at Comox, six schools in all. He wrote for the local
papers, the appropriately titled ”Nelson’s Column” and authored a local history, “Land of Plenty”. Such
was his presence in every aspect of community life and his charitable work that he was granted Freedom
of the City of Courtenay and his photograph graces the walls of the City Hall to this day. When he
discovered that Yahk did not have a war memorial to its lost sons, he personally paid for a cenotaph to be
erected. His wife predeceased him by several years and he remarried, only to be widowed a second time.
He remained a charmer of the ladies in the Abbeyfield House into which he settled and was always
cheering up others with jokes and anecdotes. He is commemorated in that residence with a plaque for his
generous financial contribution. Nelson hosted a group of school children one Thursday but felt unwell
afterwards. He was admitted to hospital where the next day he was singing to the nurses. He died on
Saturday. Nelson McInnis was an animal lover and a bird‐watcher, a philanthropist, an educator and a
proud veteran of the Royal Canadian Air Force. He excelled in all areas of his life and his funeral was the
largest ever seen in the little City of Courtenay. Only a few can have made such a mark and touched so
many lives. A model of OW*T is a fitting tribute to a man who displayed total commitment and excellence
in his every endeavour.

Nelson McInnis DFC RCAF.
The painting depicts DS717 OW*T

Lancaster BII DS717, 426 Sqn RCAF. ©2009 Dave Fletcher.
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THE FINISHED MODEL.
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FLAK 36 MODEL REVIEW BY MALCOLM GRANT
The Dragon 1/35 scale German 88mm
Flak 36 was a Christmas present from my
ex‐wife (I must have been a good boy
that year!). Released in 2005 it then cost
£25. Moulded in grey plastic the model
consists of 589 plastic parts, plus photo‐
etch, metal lifting chains, aluminium gun
barrel, and turned brass ammunition
shells. The instruction sheet has 36 stages
to follow and some very serious studying
has to be carried out on some of the sub‐
assemblies
as
these
are
quite
complicated and can be confusing at
times.
There are many working features too – the gun has full recoil action with rifling inside the barrel, the breach
block can open, the cruciform legs can fold and the trailer unit has a working tow bar that is detachable. Just a
few features!
The trailer units alone consist of 150 parts, each. As an example of the incredible detail of this kit five separate
parts are required to make the block tread pattern on just one tyre. There are eight wheels in all!
The model can be displayed in either fixed firing position or in the transportation mode.
Two alternatives can also be built from the kit – the Flak Type 18 or the Flak Type 36. I chose the Flak 36.
The kit is supplied with a crew of 6 men; the full compliment would have been 12 (maybe some of them died
of the cold). These are moulded in reversible winter kit but an alternative summer crew is available from
Dragon if you fancy building a warmer scene. Each figure is well moulded in an individual stance and
characteristic facial expression. Strangely the plastic used is quite soft compared to the rest of the kit parts.
The crew were painted with a mixture of Humbrol enamels and acrylics (Russell lent me the acrylics – thanks,
again). An off‐white acrylic was used for the ‘winter whites’ as these never stayed white for long especially
when loading and manhandling the gun.
The entire gun was hand painted using 2 coats of thinned down Humbrol Panzer Grey, No.67 with a MIG dark
wash over this and a dry brush of Humbrol Matt Light Grey No.145 to highlight the detail. Over this I added
rust tones on certain highlights, chains, hand wheels, etc. The silhouette was broken up with wavy stripes of
Humbrol Matt White.
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I chose to display the model as one on the Eastern Front, somewhere in Russia. The MDF base was 11” by 15”
with a Perspex case all supplied by ModelBases. Tetrion filler was used for the groundwork; I prefer this to
Polyfiller as it is whiter, stronger and is more workable. Just after the ‘green stage’ of the filler wheel tracks
were applied to the base and a small twig to represent a fallen tree was added. Faller Wild Grass tufts (180465)
were added in small random clumps and attached with PVA glue. Next the gun crew, trailer units and gun
positioned and glued down, again using PVA glue. The snow was Woodland Scenics soft flake snow (SN140).
Using watered down PVA glue painted on the base the snow was then sprinkled on top. To get correct depth
and desired effect this had to be done several times, each with a new coating of PVA glue. Other small details
such as ammo boxes, a snow shovel and spent shell cases were added later, and then lightly dusted with snow.
The Dragon kit is, in my opinion, a very impressive and highly detailed model. It requires great patience as
there is over 600 parts but it does built into a very accurate and outstanding model. It is also far superior in
quality to the Tamiya offering of the 1970’s.
I enjoyed building the Flak 36, which was built straight from the box with no modifications needed at all, which
proves what an excellent kit this is. Marks out of 10 for this kit would be 10, of course.
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USS HORNET BUILD BY RICHARD STEWART
Well things were going quite well, the flight deck had a couple of coats of thinned down flight deck stain 21. I
used at least two rolls of masking tape to mask off the deck ready for the deck markings. I used acrylic yellow
which I found out later was thinned down far too much. When I removed the masking tape, the yellow paint
had seeped under the tape and was a total mess!

After a fair bit of deliberation and a few phone calls to more experienced colleagues! I decided to remove the
yellow with acrylic thinner and the blue with white spirit which did take a while but worked.

PLAN B
After repainting the deck AGAIN! And a couple of coats of Crystal Kleer, I decided to use decals. I found out
that there are no deck markings in 1/350 scale for Essex Carriers and another spin on it the Hornet was the
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only one with yellow markings!
I came upon using 1/8th & 1/16th Yellow Checker decals from Micro scale. These I cut into strips, 1mm for the
main and 0.5 for the center lines and elevators. The really ‘fun’ part was the application of these as trying to
get these straight was quite an undertaking. Plenty of micro set/sol was used to get these ‘snugged in’
Once that was done it was the application of the Deck numbers which I used GMM 1/350 US carrier Deck
Numbers which were a little cracked. I treated them with micro sol Liquid decal film before application.

Once the decals have set fully I will be weathering the deck down and fitting the arrester wires. Then a final
check of the electrics then permanent fitment!
The build continues…………
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ITASHA CAR NUMBER 2 PART 3 BY RUSSELL EDEN
With all the decals in place it was time to add the finishing touches.
I ordered a rather tasty machined exhaust end can off of EBay. Not as nicely detailed as the Fujimi one on the
Skyline but it is slightly bigger for that dustbin end can look. I glued this in place using the original pipe and
mounting
and
very
carefully cut off with
cutters this time – not a
scalpel – so didn’t need
another trip to hospital ,
phew!
That was the chassis
finished. Clipping them
together was a scary
process as the chassis
had to be forced into the
body,
which
was
superglued and rather
brittle. After a short
battle it was finally
together.
Onto the lights. The
taillights are made up of
three parts – clear, clear red and clear orange. I painted the outline in gloss black and the reflective bits in
Humbrol silver; these were then carefully glued together and once dry I very carefully scraped the edge of the
body shell to remove the paint and glued them in place – they were the easy ones.
The front lights needed painting with gloss black and the lenses glued very carefully in place using gloss
varnish. They needed a bit
of force, which popped the
bonnet up slightly tearing
the decal – buggerit! With
no clear coat over the
decals this makes them
very fragile – last time I
use a pre‐painted body!
With the lights in place I
assembled the mirrors and
carefully mounted them
with pva glue – I broke
them off every time I
touched the model so
resorted to a tiny bit of
liquid poly, praying it
didn’t spread onto the
glass and melt it – luckily it
did not.
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I added the number plates, the wipers and windscreen decal next. Nearly done….
Lastly it was onto the rear wing. I quite liked the car without a rear wing but the wing went with the body kit so
I had to bite the bullet and work out how to mount it. As the body is pre painted there are no mounting marks
so it has to be positioned by eye. I originally glued it with pva but again it fell off every time I picked the car up.
I had a chat the our automotive guru Paul Adams at work and he suggested pinning it. OK… I drilled out the
mounting brackets on the wing and re‐glued it in place. Once dry I marked where it was and snapped it off,
hoping it would leave some sort of mark as to where the holes were. It didn’t, which was why I marked the
where the wing went – plan 2 then – measure where to drill the holes and pray I get it right. I only drilled two
holes in the body which gave me a bit of leeway in positioning and resorted to a tiny bit of superglue to hold it
in place. Once dry I polished the surrounding area to remove the frosting the superglue leaves and the car was
finished – few! Another steep learning curve over with. My Itahsa Lancia Stratos is currently underway and
being a serious pain – I’ve stripped the paint off it twice already – hopefully it will be ready for the Revell
competition. But that’s another story. I can now get back to my Panther tank – ah, the joys of battle damage
and covering mistakes in mud!
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FRANCIIS GABRESK
KI & HIS BU
UDDY BY PATT CAMP
This pairr of Europeaan Theater off Operations (ETO) WWIII
pilots fro
om Ultracastt of Canada are to 1/32
2nd scale and
d
beautifullly cast in resin [2]. The maasters were scculpted by the
e
exceptionally talented
d Mike Good and are packed with fine
e
hat is crisply cast to makke painting the
t
figures a
detail th
pleasure.
ure comes with the head an
nd arms as sep
parate pieces..
Each figu
The seco
ond figure alsso has a parachute pack and two smalll
straps ass separate paarts, which is useful as it allows
a
you to
o
paint thee trousers first and then ad
dd the pack once these are
e
done.
The partss cleaned up with little fusss. The fine leeads from the
e
earphonees can be a bit
b tricky at the
t rear of th
he head. Triall
fitting showed Gabby’s head to fit too
t tightly to the body and
d
user pocket –
his right hand did nott want to go into the trou
i a pin vice to
t open up th
he pocket furrther. The
this latteer problem waas corrected using a small rotary burr in
head wass not quite so easy and I haam‐fistedly bro
oke part of th
he shirt collar.

PAINTI NG PREPAR
RATION AN D METHOD
D.
Holes sizzed for my paarts holders were
w
drilled in
nto the underrside of the leegs. The partss were given a wash in
detergen
nt and then airrbrush primerred with Mr Resin
R
Primer diluted with ceellulose thinneers.
An underrcoat was airb
brushed with Humbrol mattt enamels with Silly Putty used for massking. Top coaat was oils
applied by
b paint brush
h (I use Kolinssky sable from
m either Kalish
h or Rosemaryy & Co) with LLinseed oil or Winsor &
Newton Liquin added should the mix need to be made more fluid
f
or for “glazing” (as useed for the leatther flying
t
as it makes the oil
o paint dry to
oo fast.
jackets). I do not use turpentine
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I use the artist’s colou
ur wheel as a guide
g
when mixing
m
colours.. Tones may be
b made darkeer by adding the
t colour
pposite side of
o the colour wheel
w
(the so‐‐called comple
ementary colo
our) and this is why you willl see blue
on the op
added to
o brown to make
m
it darkker, or green added to re
ed. The meth
hod applies tto all paints, including
camouflaage colours, so
o it is worth a search on Go
oogle to find out
o more.

PAINTI NG THE HE AD AND HA
ANDS.
I normally paint flesh areas first ass these are ussually the mo
ost difficult to
o get right. If you are unhaappy with
a least you will
w not ruin thee painting don
ne in other arreas.
your worrk and decide to remove the paint then at
The flesh
h areas were undercoated with Flesh 61
1 + white. Top
p coat base to
one was mixed from chrom
me orange
deep + Rembrandt
R
gold ochre + ultramarine bluee. Burnt sienn
na and then burnt umber w
were added to
o the base
tone for deeper shadee. Highlightingg was white an
nd a touch of red added to the base tonee mix.
The eyess were blocked
d in pale greyy 28, but the pupils
p
were no
ot painted in until the head
ds had been glued
g
into
place. I th
hink doing it at
a this later stage makes po
ositioning of th
he pupils easier.
Lips were mixed from
m Rembrandt permanent red
r light + ulttramarine + Naples
N
yellow
w + zinc white
e: a deep
m
for th
he top lip and
d lighter for th
he bottom lip.
shade for the mouth, medium

PAINTI NG THE FLIIGHT CLOTH
HING.
The USAA
AF, being a brranch of the army,
a
wore army issue cloth
hing. I found some
s
excellen
nt photos of these (and
the leath
her A2 jackett [3], flying helmets, etc) on www.allie
edflightgear.co
om. The unifo
orm shown in [4] was
standard issue “Pinks and Greens” winter uniforrm and I chose
e to paint thee trousers, shirt and tie in the
t “pink”
T
items were
w
also issued in olive drrab wool (to match
m
the jaccket) or ‐ for ssummer unifo
orm ‐ in a
colour. These
lighter weight
w
khaki material.
m
I also fou
und on variouss other intern
net sites manyy photos of Francis Gabreskki to work from
m, including a photo of
his flying boots.
e painted
The ““Pinks” were
first ‐ ffor the reason
n with the
parach
hute
I
mentioned
m
above – by undercoating a
mix of white, yellow
w 225 and
brown 119. Som
me more
o this and
white was added to
bove” to
directeed “from ab
bring out highlightted areas
[5]. Deetail painting was with
shadess mixed fro
om gold
ochre, Naples yello
ow, violet,
n crimson, brown
alizarin
ochre aand white.
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a the troussers and hand
ds masked
When this had dried, the arms werre glued into place with cyyanoacrylate and
T jackets, boots and glovves were und
dercoated Dessert Yellow 93
3. The gloves & inside of the
t jacket
off [6]. The
colours were
w
quickly masked
m
off an
nd the jacket shaded
s
with a mix of Trackk Colour and B
Brown Bess diirected by
airbrush from beneath
h to create a general
g
shade.

The leath
her jackets were
w
brush painted with an
n oil mix of brown
b
ochre, burnt sienna and Van Dykke brown.
When drry, they were given a glazee of burnt sien
nna and burntt umber in Lin
nseed oil & Liiquin to impart a slight
sheen. Th
his was not applied to shaded areas (sin
nce shade doe
es not shine!)). The glaze iss like a tinted varnish –
you don’t want it too opaque otherrwise you will obliterate yo
our highlightin
ng and shadingg. When dry, the
t edges
d out in a pale brown oil mix.
m Zip fasten
nings were blo
ocked in darkk grey and
of the jacckets were caarefully picked
fine points of silver priinters’ ink useed to pick out the zipper tee
eth that weree moulded into
o the detail.
w
blocked in
i with White
e
The woolen edging off the jacket were
M
(WEM
M) antifoulingg red enameel paint and
d
Ensign Models
highlighted with Remb
brandt flesh + white oil pain
nts.
The life vest
v was undeercoated with a mixture of Lifecolor zincc
chromatee + Citadel Baad Moon Yelllow + Lifecolo
or white. Top
p
coat was yellow + brow
wn ochre + ultramarine vio
olet + white.
The web
bbing was un
ndercoated with
w
Lifecolor acrylic white
e
and given an oil top coat
c
of variou
us grey shades mixed from
m
na + ultramarine violet + Paaynes grey + zinc
z white.
raw sienn
The paraachute pack was
w undercoated ochre 83 and finished
d
with yello
ow ochre + co
obalt blue, wiith Sap green + Rembrandtt
red for deeper shade.
The pilotts canvas gaitters were undercoated Liffecolor Faded
d
Olive Draab and finish
hed with cobaalt blue + yeellow ochre +
Naples yeellow + Sap grreen + light reed.
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Helmets were underco
oated leatherr 62 to which burnt umber and burnt sieenna oils weree added to the
e airbrush
for shading. Finisshing was
light red + burnt sienna +
cobalt blue. A currved area
of shadow was painted
alongg the top of the goggle
lenses to representt shadow.
os [7, 8] show
w progress
Photo
so farr.
Earpieeces
were
undercoated dark grey and
hed with ivory black +
finish
Paynees grey + titanium
whitee. A very thin white
w
line
was p
painted as a reflection
alongg the top of the
earpieeces – it looke
ed super!
Goggle surrounds and
n USN5 grey and
a shaded wiith white pluss a splash of th
he mix used fo
or the earpiecces. Metal
straps weere blocked in
details were
w
picked ou
ut with dark and bright shad
des of silver printers’
p
ink.
The
shoes
were
WEM
undercoaated
Corticenee, shaded dark
brown and
a
given a glaze
coat mixeed from raw sienna
s
+ brown
n ochre + burnt
sienna.
Boots
were
B
undercoaated with Brown
Bess, shaaded with Van
n Dyke
brown + Paynes greyy and
glazed affter this had dried.
d
The co
ompleted figures
f
came out quite well
[9,10]and
d
were
most
enjoyablee to assemble and
paint. Th
hey would look best
mounted
d on a displayy base
with som
me small acceessory
in the background. A 1/32
1
Thunderbolt for example?
There is a small – and expanding – range of figu
ures from Ultrracast and I reecommend them all. The laatest is an
hat we have a decent 1/32 Spitfire
S
to acccompany him!!!
RAF fightter pilot ‐ espeecially now th
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IN NEXTT MONTH’SS MODELLEER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Russell’s Pantther
HMAS Vampire
Tamiya Honda RC166 revieew
Revell Heinkeel 111
Chess Checkm
mate
Pat’s Airacobra
2 Tamiya Spitffire IX
More on 1/32
Plus much mo
ore…
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CLUB DIARY

March 17th

Club Night

March 28th

Newmod Show

Club Night (Photo Shoot)

April 17th

Poole Show

May 19th

Club Night: Revell Competition

May 8th
May 23rd

Tangmere Trip (provisional)
Hendon Show

June 16th

Club Night: American Trophy

June 5th

Salisbury Show

September 4th
September 18th

Build a Model in a day
(provisional)
Farnborough Show

October

Yeovilton Autumn Show

April 21

July 21

st

st

Club Night

August 18th

September 15

Club Night
th

Club Night

October 20th

Club Night

November 17th

Annual Competition

December 15th

Xmas Night
Next Meeting: Wednesday March 17th (8pm to 10pm)

Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Pat Camp
Russell Eden
Malcolm Grant
Richard Stewart

Richard Parkhurst
Karol Wicinski
Tony Adams

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Editor
Competitions
Treasurer

Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Vic Short

Tel: 01794 519153 email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
Tel: 02380 398858
Tel: 01794 511843
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